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A ShIft In BAlAnCe
history tells us that conflict between a rising power and 
the incumbent superpower is almost certainly inevitable, 
typically driven by fear, hubris and honour. those drivers 
still hold in our contemporary example between the US 
and china; however, with china overtaking the US in Gdp 
purchasing power parity (ppp) in 2014, this is the first time 
that a new power has risen with a vastly different economic 
model to that of the incumbent superpower. this, among 
other reasons, is why today’s conflict is an economic, rather 
than a military, one. 

the trade war has so far focused around the perceived 
unfairness of the trade balance between the US and 
china: the US trade deficit with china is around $540bn 
and president donald trump is keen to bring this down. 
In addition to this, the US objects to china’s disregard for 
the rules of international trade: it heavily subsidises state 
industry, forces multinational companies to transfer Ip and 
trade secrets before they can trade in china and raises 
barriers to restrict foreign investment. trump campaigned 
on a pledge to restore these perceived injustices and the 
trade war is his chosen method of doing so. 

the story of this war has been predictable since the first 
whispers began: the US inevitably kicked off the action with 
actual tariff implementation, with china responding in kind 
– and the total value of goods affected reached $360bn. 
the tit-for-tat continued until both agreed that things got 
out of control and they both decided to pause for dialogue 
at the end of 2018. talks continued for months, the rhetoric 
from both delegations was positive throughout and by the 
end of april a draft agreement was reached. But then the 
predictability took an unexpected turn: the chinese decided 
to make significant changes to the agreement. trump did 

not take too kindly to this and earlier in may, he announced 
his intention to raise tariffs on $200bn worth of chinese 
imports to 25%, to which china responded with increased 
tariffs on $60bn worth of US goods. If both sides follow 
through with their latest round of threats, nearly $800bn 
worth of goods, or 16% of world trade will face some form 
of tariffs. for context, in the 1930s the US began a trade 
war where tariffs reached almost 60% on some goods – the 
move is widely cited as exacerbating the Great depression 
of the 1930s. 

Upon the release of every single announcement, crude 
oil prices have reacted strongly. the link between the 
US-china trade war and crude oil prices may not seem 
immediately apparent, but the outcome of this economic 
conflict will have a direct and substantial impact on the 
crude oil purchase price, given the trade war’s direct impact 
on global economic growth. the International monetary 
fund (Imf) estimates that the US and chinese economies 
could lose up to 0.6 and 1.5 percentage points from their 
Gdps respectively; it is here where the impact on crude 
prices and trade volumes is directly felt – economic growth 
is inextricably correlated with demand for crude. 

If trade talks fail, demand for crude will decrease and there 
will be a corresponding crude oil price decrease. however, 
the impact on the US economy goes further than this. 
china was once a huge buyer of US crude and petroleum 
products, buying over 750,000 bbl/day of crude oil and 
petroleum products at the height of trade in october 2017. 
more recently, those figures have been closer to 150,000 
bbl/day. While the US has easily found replacement 
buyers for these products, this is still a serious loss to its 
oil industry (which itself is growing at phenomenal rates) 
primarily because oil producers desperately seek long-term 
contracts for the sale of their products as doing so provides 
a guaranteed revenue stream. china’s thirst for oil is only 
set to continue too, with over 2m bbl/day of additional 
crude refining capacity expected to come on line by 2021 
compared to 2018. further to this, a drop in economic 
growth in china as a direct result of these trade tariffs risks 
spilling over to the rest of asia-pacific – a region that is 
responsible for around 15% of global crude demand and 
is set to see a 24% growth in demand by 2025. this could 
pose a significant challenge to global crude demand. to 
break trade ties with the world’s largest buyer of oil is not 
good news for the US oil industry. 

So, what does all of this mean for crude oil prices? Well, 

Given the strong correlation between global crude demand 
and Gdp, the US-china trade war has the potential to 
weigh heavily on crude oil prices, with consequences 
extending beyond the short term. So far, the markets have 
priced in tariffs on $360 billion of bilateral trade; if a trade 
agreement is reached, we anticipate a 5% increase in 
Bfoe crude prices, whilst a 4% decrease is expected if 
tariffs are levied on the entire $800 billion worth of trade 
between the two countries.
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at present, the markets have priced in the latest round 
of tariffs imposed by the US and china, but despite the 
negative sentiment the tariffs bring, other factors – such as 
the opec-led supply cuts, Iran sanctions and Venezuelan 
political crisis – have prevented these announcements 
from bringing the price away from the $70/bbl mark for 
too long. however, if both sides implement further tariffs, 

we anticipate that there will be a 4% associated decline in 
crude prices, which equates to around a $3/bbl drop versus 
our base case average forecast for the year. conversely, 
if the two parties can come to some sort of agreement, we 
anticipate that there will be an average $3.50/bbl increase 
in average prices throughout the year. 

While other market risks have the potential to have a 
substantial impact on crude prices, this particular risk 
could have long-term effects, as the US will likely continue 
to untether any connection to chinese supply chains 
(as it already has done through its ban of using huawei 
equipment in new telecoms infrastructure), which will likely 
prompt the chinese to retaliate. 

this trade war spells a long-term malaise for crude 
prices because the effects of these changes will lead to 
monumental shifts in economic policy across the globe, 
which will likely suppress global growth and therefore crude 
demand growth long into the future. 
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